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About This Game

Synopsis:

Something very important was stolen from the council – a high value item required for a new device that could bridge the gap
between the physical realm and the realm of phantoms. Who did this and why is unknown, but the city guard hired two

mercenaries to find and retrieve this item in return for a hefty sum – Agela, a young, somewhat brash, and quick-witted archer,
and her smarty pants imp sidekick Ingus.

Agela and Ingus will have to infiltrate their way into crime-ridden slums, as well as a whole host of underground and treacherous
locations in order to get the job done. On their journey they are guided by a phantom ally, Angadani, who appears from time to

time to update them with useful information. A simple fetch job quickly becomes more complex as more factions become
involved and set their eyes on the precious item. It's more than they bargained for, but to Agela and Ingus, giving up is not an

option!

Features:

 Not your typical fantasy setting. Medieval look and non-human races, but more with a modern day dynamic – gangs,
crime-infested slums, city councils instead of kings in castles, and science instead of magic.

 Strategic turn-based battle system which includes skills with unique areas of effect.
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 Fully voice acted

 Weapon and Armour upgrading – find specific items which can be used to add a variety of stat bonuses to your
equipment, but do so wisely, because each weapon and armour has a limited number of upgrade slots.

 First part of a larger story

 In addition to story mode, challenge yourself with consecutive battles in arena mode

 Two difficulty modes: Normal and Brazen

 Puzzles to solve and secret areas to find!

If you want to support this game and all my other past and future games further, please check out my patreon page below!
https://www.patreon.com/matthewashworth
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renegade grounds episode 1

lots bullet. YOU NEED A CONTROLLER!!!!

A PC with mouse and keyboard is not acceptable.
I didn't see that written anywhere.
I couldn't get past a little DOS box like 1993 or something.

Bad show.

0\/10

Update: Keyboard and mouse added? Maybe I'll try the game later...
Really should have been there on release as some of us 'older' people have NEVER touched a controller.
I will change to thumbs up purely because there was actually a response and a fix! Probably a 1st for me :). Humor is nice,
gameplay is nice, it's not nessisarily a *bad* game... But it's also not a *good* game.
It's far too grindy, and a lot of people will go in hoping for dungeon keeper, only to end up with a squad-based RTS where every
unit looks the same. This would be an 8\/10 game back in 2003, but this is 2013, ten years guys, could have been so much better.

Again, not *bad*, just, with the sheer amount of better games at a lesser price and a similar theme; it's a pass. Thanks open
market.

Edit: Oh and before I forget, the main complaints I heard from my friends were "the ladders" to explain, occasionally heroes
would break through the ceiling of your dungeon and climb down ladders to attack you. Devs say it's to add balance and
excitement... I feel I'm the only person who actually looked in the options menu because there's a very obvious "LADDERS
ON\/OFF" button.. Editing review after 11 hours of play*
*Edit Review after 90 hours..

The TL/DR
Edit*
After 90 hours, I definately got my monies worth. I could not be happier, updates have been consistent and dev actually listens
to community. Not bad for a 1 person team. Support this one get more great games from responsible dev's!

Buy it, its worth it.

My views:

I patiently waited for this game and had it on my wishlist followed for 3 months prior to its release. I agree that the game seems
early access as other reviewers have mentioned. However; what other reviewers are not talking about is the insane speed patches
come after a bug is reported in the forums. The developer is ontop of the game, more so than I have seen in other early
access/released games. Multiple updates a day! I have over 600+ games in my library, few are indie titles, and some early
access. Out of all of my games I see updates for this one most often and it just came out! That says something, I have had pre-
orders on almost all of my games (yes im that guy who pre-orders everything) and have never seen the speed of response shown
by this developer before!

About the game:

In Game Dev Studio every early decision is crucial if you make the wrong hire, place a desk in the wrong spot, or flop your first
game expect to be punished. This level of difficulty is refreshing as this game DOES NOT OFFER A SECOND CHANCE. It is
a brutally realistic concept, if your business fails your done, no loan will save you. I personally enjoy this level of difficulty in a
tycoon style game.

Early game:
Early play is frustrating, you will fail alot and restart from scratch. One of the ways I overcame the early parts is to save before
making a game incase of a Oh darn release. You can lose money on your games. I do not remember if it was possible to do so in
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Game Dev Tycoon.

Mid Game:
This was the most fun for me as the building mechanic and second office mechanic were refreshing to see in the tycoon genre. I
honestly think this was the best implementation in Game dev stylized games I have ever seen; granted, it is buggy, but we will
get to that aspect. It is fun to start playing around with multiple teams working on different projects/patches/xpansions. And
very rewarding to watch your bank account increase beyond Art of Electronics wildest dreams and smash them into oblivion
with microtransactions, Muahahaha!

End game:
Like so many other games, the end game is just not there. Tech to research, engine updates, new genre combinations are just not
there. Also if you invest your games into only PC (I am PC 4 Life) you get no platform variation at the end. Competitors are
also non existent at this point since you basically smash them mid game. The fun in the end game for me was designing and
starting multiple offices and experimenting with team variations.

Value and Longevity of game:
*Note: this is before Mod support implementation and I am sure Mod's will only add to the value and longevity of this game*

I typically can defeat a tripple A title in a day to three days. Game Dev Studio took me 2 days to defeat. When you think about
value per play hour that averaged $0.81/hour (8.99/11 hours) I would personally say that is an amazing value as typically I
average 4+/hour. Therefore I can only recommend it as an absolute buy at a sub 10.00 price point.

I truly do believe this game would have benefited from an early access period/beta. However; the game, did not get them so the
developer can only do what he can. Hindsight is 20/20 there is no reason to bash him for this as I can think of several * cough
Elex, THQ * games where in hindsight developers would have benefited from doing things differently. I can also think about
times in my own life where I would have done things differently.

The 0/10 Scores I would give:

Graphics 6/10 For indie
Story 5/10
Strategy 10/10
Depth 10/10
Audio 7/10
Tutorial No hand holding here 10/10
Patch Support 10/10

Overall:

58/70 = 82% favorable in my personal opinion. The games got bugs and they are pretty easy to come across. One, possibly two,
I have are permanent and effect my games save file. Game might be fine at a cheaper price and if they fix the issues. What a
adorable game, love the girl's voice, so cute♥♥♥♥ ~
Her voice is my power to keep playing the game ♥♥♥♥
I need to rescue her ♥♥♥♥
rescue her ♥♥♥♥
Sydney~ ♥♥♥♥. I got it i now just found out that i help the enemy!! :(
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Game bought, installed, doesnt work. 0/5 as of right now.... Well I read the pros and cons on this game and I have to agree what
people are saying about this game is true but it still has excellent entertainment value and the music is good as you play
along.Jump,hack,slash your way to victory and enjoy pixelated goodness all the way.If your an old school gamer then of course
you will like it,if not well play it and see what games use to be like and should still be.A few glitches here and there but you can
easily restart and the save feature will put you back at your cozy bonfire.Developers if your reading these reviews well you did
good so keep it up and the recent improvements have made the game even better.Would not mind seeing a CRT,Scanline
feature to give it that extra old school feel,but anyway keep on making good stuff like this and I will be there with my steam
cash on hand.10\/10 overall despite its flaws,it is old school fun done well.At the price they asking you cannot go wrong.. after
playing more and more time on the game i dont like how much of a delay there is im talking like 2 inchs of screen and im still
getting meleed servers suck and the game has been crashing so hard come back in like 2-3 months when they might have hanged
some things to make it better. The game seems pretty cool but a signficant issue is that there is no sound (I have two vive
systems and there is no sound on either one for this game but the sound works for all other games). I have to figure out how to
contact the developer to remedy this.

I would also like to be able to destroy more of the environment - granted, I've only played (w\/ no sound) in the building and
agrizone environments and discovered that you can destroy some buildings and bridges but it would be cool to blow craters in
the ground and bullet holes in the walls and to be able to destroy the cars, trees, and basically everything to provide the full 'real'
experience.. A B A N D O N W A R E. I love this game and for \u00a36.99 you can't go wrong. I love my sports management
sims but i'm usually put off when I see that the matches are only text based. Well I don't know how the developers have done it
but they've really made me feel like i'm immersed in a huge basketball world. I'm not normally a basketball fan, so I don't fully
know how the rules of the game work, but even though there's a lot of depth to this game, it's still easy enough for the beginner
to figure out after a few games what's going on. The matches are quite long so I don't know if I could sit and spend a whole day
playing it, so i've simmed it to the current date and I play it in real time, it just feels more exciting doing it that way.. Imagine
your favorite RPG...now imagine the exact opposite....there you go.. Hmmmm. Well it looks like Last Dream: World Unknown
did come out after all, after untold delays.

I wrote a review a while ago for the original Last Dream, where I berated the game for many things, including the fact that the
planned sequels appeared to be "vaporware". It looks like things gelled after all.

This 'Expansion' to LD1 is easily a full length RPG in its own right.

Some of the compaints I leveled against LD1 are at least less complainable here. While there is sadly still a lot of boring
RPGMaker stock art like in the first game (a hilarious punk rock thief who is three times taller in battle than my pixelated chibi-
style runt party, still makes me cringe), there's also a lot more custom art. It looks a little bit more put together, often better than
simply filler for the grinding gears of RPG treadmilling. And as for the audio, the orchestrated score is clearly one of the high
points. Whoever was responsible for the music and sound design didn't slouch. I didn't play long enough to see if the awful
heavy metal cheesy battle themes are still part of the experience, but hopefully not.

The "roleplaying" in RPG, is as usual, barely worth mentioning. Since your party is custom-created, which can feel very
rewarding in its own right, it is also devoid of personality or dialogue. The story is one cornucopia of regurgitated fantasy
cliches with your "old party" (or not) from LD1 making its ethereal return, and plenty of breaking-the-fourth-wall humor all in
the mix. Not really my cup of tea. Also not my cup of tea that the first ten minutes of this game has a plot based on an advanced
antoganist race's "biological evolution", as I am one of the few Bible believing gamers who would even have an interest in a
game like this (yep) ... sometimes I question the mere worth of my hobby, friends. But honestly, how immersive or believable
can an alternate world feel when even the weakest initial enemy encounters are an actual challenge for your epic, god-tier
starting party of four? Where does that leave an ordinary commoner in such a "world"? I guess nobody can walk out of town
gates without getting poofed to dust from a chance encounter with fauna. It makes NO sense that walking around on the grassy
overworld triggers random battles of insanely advanced might and danger compared to initial encounters of the first game,
where you actually started out from the dregs of herodom.

As another reviewer recently mentioned, he couldn't even figure out how to save his game. And if that's not easy to figure out
within ten minutes of starting a game, you know there's going to be problems.

Last Dream 2, however many years it's going to take for it to come out, may improve further yet in the ways I'd like, but since
the core team will be the same, I doubt it will even branch too much further out from the color-by-numbers, runs-of-mills
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Dragon Quest/Final Fantasy for SNES retrobuffet this is. I sort of regret even the $5 I payed on sale for what, by now, is an
incredibly over-familiar and exhausted game paradigm that can no better than parody its old self.

You can fire back at me all you want for the fact that it's an indie project and how much can I expect, but still, I'm pretty sure a
good indie JRPG looks like Pier Solar, not like this. That game, unlike this one, was from a team without a prior breakout hit,
and had lots of different physical releases for different consoles too. It wasn't completely original as an RPG (how could it be),
but it was thoroughly inspired and this game, not so much. This is an immense faceless behemoth in its volume of content, but
like McDonald's foods, the sheer caloric content isn't exactly matched up with nutritional benefit, or personal touch. Or like an
all-you-can-eat buffet, where the volume of food available at a low and flat price, yours for the taking, may mean a full stomach
and even a good experience, but gourmet it is NOT.

3/10, because the grandiose legacy of retro RPGs we grew up on, that this game is entirely indebted to, prevent it from being
anything truly awful, though wear far thinner and more boring after the dozenth time of playing such a game........ Had this for
several months, still buggy as hell. The bagging still has terminal bugs, causing you to have to restart the game. The game
crashes. I've been putting in time to finish the achievements and delete this game from my library, but at this point it might not
even be worth the struggle.
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